MARS 322 GOD OF WAR TRIANGULATION

TRIPLE CONJUNCTION IN CAPRICORN SIGNALING A THRESHOLD REACHED

The purpose of this illustration is to mark an astronomical phenomenon that might set amin a series of strategic events leading up to the Spring Equinox. The Planet Mars, as a harbinger for the God of War, crossed through the Golden Gate on January 24/25. It is at that time on Earth that it is called Father Time. This conjunction sets the stage for the Triple Conjunction of Saturn, Venus and Mars. This event is symbolized by the Eye of Horus, the Light Bearer, 'Father Time', a Turning Point. The Sign of the Slaughter or Slaughter.
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'The Sign of the Slaughter'
The Triple Conjunction will consist of Saturn and Venus. Saturn is Euphemism for Satan and as 1 of the 2 Gas Giants, whatever enters the Constellation is magnified that much more to the greatest extent. Venus, in the Occult is a euphemism also for Lucifer. Thus, one could expect a Turning Point after the Spring Equinox of eventual War. Now how that will be or look like remains to be seen, but there are 3 War Theaters currently about to escalate to a War Footing having to do with Russia, China and Israel.

Russia-Ukraine War

Russian Military Forces could cross over into the Self-Proclaimed Republic in Eastern Ukraine. This could involve NATO and the USA but not likely as NATO and the USA are weak and its Post World War 2 Alliance is waning.

China-Taiwan War

China is the New World Super Power that has eclipsed the Waning USA Military Might. With this new found Economic and Military Potency, the Chinese may very well take over Taiwan without a fight; not even from Taiwan nor Japan.

Israel-Syria/Iran War

The ever-escalating IsraeliRaids into Syria and Iran may very well prompt an all-out Regional War in which Israel will eventually prevail. Based on Biblical Prophecy, the following sequence could commence. The Isaiah 17 Event will lead to the Psalm 83 War.